A new proof of the maximal ergodic theorem is presented. The same idea used in this proof is then used to show that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function is weak type (1. I ).
1. In a probability space (X, 2, m), let T: X -X be a measurable (A E 2 => T'XA E 2) measure preserving (m(A) = m(T~xA)) ergodic (TA = A =» A = 0 or A -X) transformation.
The maximal ergodic theorem. [1] . Let fEL\X) and define f*(x) -sup,2^/(7"**). Then ¡{f.M))f(x)dm(x) > 0.
Proof. By standard arguments it is enough to prove the result for / E LV(X). Define Using the fact that T is measure preserving we have Since L is arbitrary, it follows that (2) is nonnegative, concluding the proof.
To obtain (3) we first establish the existence of a function r(x) < N such that
A=0
First note that
If x E E then (5) is obvious. If .v E £ then x 6 (/. which implies/(.v) < 0, which implies (5) in this case also. If x E E then x E U" for some n <• N. Using the definition of Un and (5) we see that we can take t(a) = n.lf x E E then t(x) = 1 satisfies(4).
Now (3) follows. Sum the terms of
from the bottom index 0 to the index t(.v) -1. This is nonnegative by (4). Next sum the terms from the t(.v) to the index t(7"t<x).v) -1. By (4) this sum is also nonnegative. Repeat this process until the end of the most recently considered partial sum has its top index greater than L -N. The sum of the remaining (highest indexed) terms can be estimated by looking at the worst case. This sum has at most N -1 terms, each at least -II f\\x, so that their sum. and hence the entire sum. exceeds -(N -1)11 / Il ^ Dividing this estimate for (6) by L + 1 yields (3) and hence equation (1) .
The Birkhoff ergodic theorem. For f E L\X) and a. e. x.
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for nonnegative/ E Lx( X). The following use of the invariant sets V and V is due to Shields [2] . Define If m(V) = 1 then the above argument can be repeated on the function g = b -/. At the end we arrive at bm( E)> //, where for any e and 8 we can have m(E) > 1 -« and fEf> 1 -Ô. Consequently we have b(\ -e) > 1 -S which is impossible since e and Ô can be as small as desired.
2. The methods used in §1 can be used to study the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. We begin with a simple discrete version.
Lemma. Let (a,,)1^/^ be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. Define a* = supt(l /k)lkZ¿a"^, then (8) te>M<7 2«,'.
A "=i
Proof. Let bl} -a" -X, and let £ -{a* > X) = [b* > 0). As before note that b"xAn) •* ¿V We now show that a function r(n) exists as before. If n E E then there exists k such that 2*={¡/>" + / > 0, which implies Syso'^n+iXfi« +/) * 0. so we can set t(m) = k. If « £ £ set r(n) -1. The conclusion is that for every n
Let n = 1 and apply (9). Let n -t(1) + 1 and reapply (9). Continue until A7 -1 is reached. Thus W¡,Z\bnXyfn) s= 0, which can be rewritten as Since the estimate (10) is independent of N, the inequality holds with {/* > X) replaced by {/* > X). concluding the proof.
Remark. The present paper was motivated by the work of Shields [2] . In his paper, Shields uses the fact that if {x\\\m(\/n)1"kl\)f(Tk)> ¡f] has positive measure then it has measure 1. As a consequence, most of the orbit of x is spent in " blocks" where some average of less than N terms becomes too large. He then must estimate the amount of time spent outside these "blocks". The replacement of f(x) by f(x)Xifx) results in the entire orbit of x being spent in such blocks. Thus there is no need to estimate the time spent outside the blocks. In addition it is not necessary that E have large measure, which makes it possible to prove the maximal lemma as well as the limit theorem.
